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OVERVIEW  
 
“The great digital continent does not only involve technology, but is made up of real men and 
women who bring with them what they carry inside, their hopes, their suffering, their concerns, 
their pursuit of truth, beauty, and good. We need to show and bring Christ to others, sharing 
these joys and hopes, like Mary, who brought Christ to the hearts of men and women…” 

 
Pope Francis’ address to Pontifical Council for Social Communications 

September 21, 2013 
 
“Social media” refers to forms of electronic communication, like websites for social 
networking and microblogging, through which users create online communities to 
share information, ideas, personal messages and other content (like photos and videos). 
Its popularity has grown rapidly within the past few years and continues to expand. 
Today, nearly four in five active internet users visit social networks and blogs. 
 
Our parish and missions recognize the increasing influence and relevance of social 
media. As part of our pastoral plan, we aim to use modern technology to participate in 
the dialogue, embracing social media and other tools that will lift up the Gospel and 
provide powerful instruments of evangelization throughout our Eparchy. Clergy, staff, 
and volunteers (Church personnel) will use social media to conduct work and to 
communicate with professional and personal associates. It is our goal for Church 
personnel to use social media responsibly, and to recognize that it is both a powerful 
educational and evangelization tool that can support the mission and vision of our 
communities, proclaiming the Good News to the world. 
 
When using these instruments of evangelization, it is important to recognize:  

1) Social media does not replace meaningful and engaging dialogue that is best 
encountered through face-to-face communication.  
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2) Anything published on social media feeds/pages must reflect the teachings of 
the Church, and should be considered as public as a homily from the pulpit, 
press release issued by the archdiocese, notice in the parish bulletin, or interview 
with a radio, television or newspaper reporter. 
 

To help Church personnel interact safely and responsibly online, all are required to 
comply with the following policy regarding the use of social media. 
 
PARISH/MINISTRY OFFICE WEBSITES, BLOGS AND SOCIAL NETWORKING 
ACCOUNTS  
 
The parish and missions encourage ministries to produce web content, blogs, and social 
networking accounts as educational, informational and evangelization tools. A 
supervisor who provides permission for an individual to create web content, blogs, or 
social networking accounts on behalf of a ministry is responsible for monitoring that 
specific account’s activity and content. The supervisor must be given the username and 
password to access, update and make edits to the web content, blog or social 
networking account, if applicable.  
 
Parish and ministry web pages, blogs or social networking accounts should not be used 
for:  

1. conducting outside/personal business;  
2. defaming the character of any individual or institution;  
3. discrediting the Church, the eparchy, the parish, or missions; or  
4. disclosing any confidential information related to the parish or missions. 

 
PERSONAL WEBSITES, BLOGS AND SOCIAL NETWORKING ACCOUNTS  
 
The parish and missions recognize that clergy, staff and volunteers (Church personnel) 
will create personal websites, blogs or social networking accounts, to be used mainly for 
communicating personal information with friends and associates, unrelated to the 
parish or missions. Church personnel must recognize that anything published on a 
personal website, blog or social networking account is visible to the general public. 
Owners of these personal websites, blogs and social networking accounts should 
provide truthful information and be accountable for mistakes. Parish or mission 
personnel must avoid sharing any information that causes or has the potential to cause 
embarrassment to the parish or missions, or harm our reputation.  
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If Church personnel use their personal website, blog or social networking account to 
conduct parish or ministry work, the use of that personal website must be approved by 
their supervisor. That website, blog or social networking account is then subject to 
monitoring by the supervisor. 
 
Personal websites owned by Church personnel of the parish or missions should not be 
used for: 

1. defaming the character of any individual or institution;  
2. discrediting the Church, the eparchy, the parish, or missions; or  
3. disclosing any confidential information related to the parish or missions.  

 
In the event that Church personnel identify themselves, or is evidently understood to 
be, associated with the parish or missions, they are asked to place the following notice 
prominently on their website, blog or social networking account:  
 
“The views expressed on this website are mine alone and do not necessarily reflect the teachings 
of the Church, or the views of the eparchy, the parish, or the missions.”  
 
LOGOS/TRADEMARKS  
 
Clergy, staff and volunteers (Church personnel) may use parish logos and official 
photographs on websites/blogs/social media tools that have an official affiliation with 
the parish or missions, and are subject to review by a supervisor. Church personnel may 
not use parish trademarks or logos on their personal websites in any way that suggests 
or implies approval, endorsement or oversight by the parish or missions. 
 
INAPPROPRIATE LANGUAGE AND IMAGES  
 
The parish or missions will not tolerate clergy, staff or volunteers posting obscene, 
harassing, offensive, derogatory, defamatory or otherwise potentially harmful 
comments, links or images, including sexually explicit and material deemed 
inappropriate, which discredits or harms the reputation of the parish or missions. 
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RIGHT TO REVIEW  
 
If there are reasonable grounds for believing that the social media policy is being 
violated, the parish or missions reserve the right to review the personal website, blog or 
social networking account of any clergy, staff, or volunteer.  
 
PROTECTION OF CHILDREN  
 
Clergy, staff and volunteers (church personnel) of the parish and missions will comply 
with all aspects of the Safe Environment policies of the Eparchy of Saint Josaphat in 
Parma. The policy also outlines the parish procedure to report/investigate incidents of 
abuse or misconduct.  
 
It is generally accepted that attendance at publicly held Church events may result in 
photographs/video recorded that may be broadcast or shared in any number of media, 
including local parish websites or other communications tools. Wherever possible, 
Church personnel should make every attempt to obtain verifiable consent from 
participants.  
 
Church personnel are forbidden from posting or distributing any personal identifiable 
information, including photos and/or videos, of any child (under 16) or youth (under 
18), without verifiable consent of a parent or guardian. Personal identifiable 
information includes full name, photos, home address, telephone number, email 
address or any detail that would allow someone to identify or contact a child or youth. 
Verifiable consent can be a release/permission form, an email from a parent or 
guardian, or spoken permission by a parent or guardian with another adult present.  
 
It is recommended that, for any event/ministry requiring a registration/permission 
form, a clause seeking permission to post photos/videos from such activities on a 
parish website or social media channels be included. (A statement with a simple check 
box should suffice.)  The parish or missions will review any alleged violations on a case-
by-case basis. 
 
When Communicating with Children Using Social Media or Other Electronic 
Communication: 
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● There must be at least two adults with administrative rights for each Social 
Media account used for ministry communication. 

● Personal Social Media accounts must not be used for ministry communication. 
Adults must not initiate or accept “friend” requests with children using their 
personal profiles on Facebook and other social media platforms. 

● The primary purpose of such communication shall be for providing information 
related to a ministry or event and not for socialization or other personal 
interaction. Counseling of children through such communication methods is not 
permitted. 

● Parents must be notified of the methods of communication which are used in 
each particular ministry and must be granted access in such communications. 

● Children may “Like” public Facebook pages and other official social media 
accounts for a ministry where children are involved. 

● When children form their own Social Media groups, adults should not join these 
groups. 

● As a general rule, neither personal nor ministry Social Media accounts should be 
used to contact children individually.  Messaging with individual children will 
only involve informational replies to topics related to ministry and events, or to 
respond to specific requests for information. Any personal, counseling, or 
informal conversation shall not take place. 

● Acceptable hours for communication with children via other electronic 
communications shall be between 8:00 a.m. and 9:00 p.m. Communication 
outside of the acceptable hours may be used only in emergency situations or to 
communicate time sensitive information related to the ministry or ministry 
related event. 

● It is strongly recommended that minors not be “tagged” in photos posted to 
social media accounts. 

ENFORCEMENT  

The parish and missions intend to enforce the policy set forth here and expects all 
clergy, staff and volunteers to comply. The parish and missions reserve the right to 
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make changes to this policy at any time and at its sole discretion, interpret and 
administer the policy in light of changing circumstances, technologies and events.  

CONTACT INFORMATION  

For questions or more information on this policy, or to notify the parish or missions 
about social media or website-related issues, please contact the Church’s office by email 
at stbasilcharlotte@gmail.com, or by phone: (980) 785-2764. 


